Continuously and rapidly. The age of networks and
information technology are driving new business
models, changing our lives. To remain frontrunner,

organisations need to be flexible. Being flexible is now
a strategic choice. To adjust, you will need different
skills and new knowledge all the time. Hands-on
knowledge of professionals and flexible project teams
scaled to your needs. But how? It starts with a clear
understanding of the new world. A clear vision and
new governance style…

Risk, Finance and Governance is influenced
drastically by digital developments, requiring
new behaviour (Hearts & Minds™) and new
(21st century) skills. CPI can help you ‘cube’
your digital transformation journey.
CPI - 400 highly experienced and
entrepreneurial professionals with a shared
passion for Risk, Finance and Governance.

| Connecting People with Impact

Technology itself does
not seem to be the
problem; it is the lack of
21st century skills and
lagging behavioural
and cultural change
An effective digital transformation journey is a ‘spiral improvement’ that repeatedly applies 4 steps:

WHAT IS THE
QUESTION

MEASURE,
LEARN & FIND
NEXT ANSWERS

CHOOSE
TECHNOLOGY

BUSINESS
CATALYST

Partnering skills (network)
Collective network intelligence - CPI
is the best innovative network
partner with global and immediate
access to the latest knowledge and
insights.

Clear digital vision
Working with global innovative
thinkers such as Yuri van Geest,
founder of Singularity University and
author of the book Exponential
Organizations and Annemieke
Roobeek, Professor of Strategy and
Transformation and experienced
ecosystems designer.

Flexible, adaptable to change
CPI’s professionals are leading
examples in working in mixed
networks and flexible teams.

New leadership style

•

•
•

A successful digital
•
transformation journey
starts with the right question
Envision new ways to
•
strengthen your strategy
Perform a digital baseline
assessment (Hearts &
MindsTM culture tool)

Choose technology and
select the appropriate
technology partners
CPI partners with innovative
technology suppliers

•

•
•

•

Perform try outs and
organisational and agile
experiments
Apply digital technology
Define your digital ambition
and determine cultural
barriers and necessary skills
Learn and find next answers
in your digital
transformation journey
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•
•
•

Use Hearts & MindsTM to
influence behaviour that
supports your digital
transformation journey
Train and improve 21st
century skills
Implement, embed and
scale up digital benefits
Prepare for the next cycle
of your ‘cube’

Connecting business and people in a
flexible way to create social and
economic impact.

Power to transform
In numerous projects, CPI has shown
to be a leading change agent in
transformations.

Hearts & MindsTM
CPI uses a world famous model to
measure and influence behaviour and
culture in your digital transformation
journey.
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